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About This Game

Theatre of War developed by 1C Company is a real-time tactical strategy title depicting the most significant battles of World
War II during 1939-1945.

Command a special task force composed of different kinds of units, including tanks, APCs, field guns, mortars, various infantry
regiments and will also have an opportunity to call for artillery and air support. With a focus on unit detail and combat realism,

the game presents authentic battle scenarios, taken straight from actual World War II records and maps.

Unequalled level of realism

Over 40 historically accurate missions
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Human Resources Management

RPG elements: soldiers gain experience and skills, system of promotions and decorations

Detailed Unit Micromanagement: hundreds of units including infantry regiments, tanks, artillery and aircraft from all
major nations involved in WWII; all units are based on real data from military sources

Top class character animation

7 campaigns and many scenarios

Over 30 maps designed according to historical land maps

Over 150 vehicles, about 200 uniform types, over 100 small-arms types
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Title: Theatre of War
Genre: Strategy
Developer:
1C Entertainment
Publisher:
1C Entertainment
Franchise:
Theatre of War
Release Date: 19 Apr, 2007

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 2 Ghz+ Pentium 4 or Athlon XP

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: A dedicated video card with full OpenGL 2.1 support (starting from GeForce 5700/Radeon 9600)

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: The game is not guaranteed to run on integrated graphics and laptops

English,Russian
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Don't buy it, got the infamous error 3 trap.. it just gives me a black screen can some one help
. I thought this was going to be a fun an enjoyable game, but nope. The AI is the worst I have seen yet. The men can't even hit an
armed car with their bazooka within 10 meters. That is if they decide to use the bazooka in the first place, most of the time they
will just use their machine gun to attack an amored car. The other probelm is the men just won't attack they will just stand there
doing nothing at all. Did I mention how bad the AI is?. Do not get this if you have window 10,7,and 8 because it just won't
work.. great game sure the graphics are bad but gameplay is great lots of diffrent countrys to play as and is very very worth it.
The game itself is good, with a fairly deep amount of strategy and foreplanning, but it's so utterly plagued by crashes that it turns
up not worth it.
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I don't even have to play an hour and finish the tutorial to tell you that this game and it's entire series is rough around the edges.
It feels like it was just thrown together last minute. The AI is horrible and very needy to your attention. Sometimes you don't
even know what to do next because your AI troops are just wandering around exposing themselves to enemy fire.

I'm really glad I got the entire series on sale. Less than $five for like 4 games and yea, I'm glad I didn't pay a dime more.

The game is ok and I'll recommend it on sale, but only on sale. It's not worth the full price at all even as cheap as it is.. Good
series games, I bought the next´s. An old classic... good classic combat.. Frustratingly fun game.. If you like RTS but want
something FAR more realistic (think Combat Mission). This is the game for you.
I haven't seen any other game come close for realism than this.
No building, no pretend physics, just pure war.. the game crashes on start, every single time.. Its like Men of War, but it does a
better job in the armored warfare dept :). So old that can't change resolution without exiting the game
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